Pick Up The Pieces

Medium Rock
(Intro) C\(^7\) (add4)

A
F\(_{Mi}\)^7

B
B\(_b\)^9

C
B\(_b\)^9 (add 4)

D
F\(_{Mi}\)^7

E
F\(_{Mi}\)^7
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Pick up the piece-es, uh huh. Pick up the piece-es, uh huh. Pick up the piece-es, uh huh. Pick up the piece-es.

(Sax solo)

(Optional repeat to letter G for more solos)
Pick up the pieces, uh huh. Pick up the pieces, uh huh. Pick up the pieces.

Sax solo

(bass)

optional repeat to letter G for more solos

D.S. al Coda

Pick up the pieces. Pick up the pieces.